This study has been prepared in accordance with the general objectives and basic principles of Turkish national education as stated in the National Education Act no. 1739.
technical structure. The Ney is regarded as the fundamental instrument of Turkish music as the majority of the basic maqam scales in Turkish music correspond to the whole tones and semi tones on the Ney (Halıcı, 1998, p. 26) . These tones typical for Turkish music are Rast (G), Segah (B-one-comma-flat) 2 , Uşşak 3 , Neva (D), Hüseyni (E) and Kürdi (Bb) . Ney flutes are constructed in different keys. Those which play in keys named after a semi-tone are called Mabeyn and those which play in the key one octave above are called Nısfiye. Moreover, coherence in tuning between instruments in Turkish music is determined and named according to the key of the Ney they play with. Among the tonal grouping of the Ney, the Mansur Ney is the counterpart of A440 standard pitch in western music (Erguner, 2002, p.38; Ziya, 1947, p.123) .
The Ney first began to be seen some 5000 years ago in Mesopotamia and underwent distinct evolutions in different parts of the Middle East (Tan & Çıpan, 2014, p. 22) . Each individual Ney has an individual key; therefore, advanced players have several Neys in various keys. This globally known instrument -thanks to the worldwide popularity of great poet Rumi and the Mevlevi Sema 4 rituals -has a mystical flavor in its sound and thus a special place in Sufi music of Turkey (Feldman, 2010 (Feldman, , p. 1209 . In the Arab world, the Ney is used for various types of music, as well.
A ney remaining from the Sumerians is on display in the British Museum in England (Tan & Çıpan, 2014, p. 21) . After being connected with Rumi, the inherently mystic sounding ney has become associated with Mevlevi 5 dervishes and the followers of Rumi (Gölpınarlı, 1983, p. 377) . In olden times, people compared the Ney and the flute player to soil and plants. For centuries, it has inspired countless poets, composers and philosophers; and because of its influence, innumerable poems have been written for it. The fact that the very first verse of Mesnevi begins as "Listen to the Ney…" proves Rumi's affection to the instrument. He compared the Ney to a lover who is constantly suffering, yearning to return home. He used this analogy in several verses in Mesnevi (Nahifi & Çelebioğlu, 2012, p. 43) .
Reed cane (Arundo Donax) used in the construction of the Ney, is found along some parts of the Mediterranean coastline including Samandağ in Hatay, Adana and Mersin. Only the reeds growing in these places have the length and thickness, enough to be used in the construction of the Ney. The pieces of reed that should be cut in December or January are dried and cleaned out, and the tone holes are burnt. 6 A standard Turkish Ney has nine segments. A mouthpiece, called Başpare, is made out of ivory, oxhorn or plastic. Finally, after metal rings, called Parazvane, are pressed at both ends of the Ney, it is ready to be tuned.
The keys in which the Turkish Ney is constructed and their names can be listed as the following (Farmer, 1999, p. 21): 2 In Classical Turkish Music, the whole tone is divided into 9 units called "comma". For further info: M. Ekrem Karadeniz, Türk Musikisinin Nazariye ve Esasları, Türkiye İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, İstanbul. 3 In Turkish music, the note named "Segah" written as one-comma-flat is played as two or three-comma-flat in certain makams depending on the melodic pathway. This tone is named "Uşşak". 4 Sema is the Sufi ceremony of dhikr (remembrance) performed by the dervishes belonging to the Mevlevi Order. For further info: Süleyman Uludağ, İslam Açısından Müzik ve Semâ, Kabalcı Yayınevi, İstanbul, 2014. 5 Mevlevi Order is the Sufi Order following the teachings of Mevlana Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi 6 Interview with Mahmut Uğurluakdoğan, ney maker, from Konya Turkish Sufi Music Ensemble.
Table 1
The Key in Turkish Music
Today there are hundreds of Ney players trained in conservatories, music societies and other kinds of music schools. Different styles and techniques of playing form a rich music culture. Those who have formed his own style and influenced other Ney players are named "Kutbünnayi", grandmaster of Ney players. The most prominent grandmasters are listed below (Ayvazoğlu, 2002, p. 32) : 
METHODOLOGY
This study deals with a method of skill building prepared for a one-term 36-hour class schedule of instrument training at fine arts high schools and conservatoires.
7 As a result, a yearlong training is planned to cover a 72-hour period.
8 Class outcomes and skills to be acquired are explained in detail for each class hour. However, the distribution of class hours is subject to trainers' preferences. That is because the amount of time appointed for a subject may not fit well in each and every class due to the differences in overall learning capacity between different groups of students and interruptions caused by public holidays.
9 Assessment and evaluation methods are designed in accordance with the traditional mentor-protégé system that has dominated music education in Turkey for centuries. In this way, it is aimed to develop an approach to assessment and evaluation including both traditional methods and modern educational models.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The study includes only the 9 th and 10 th grade curricula. Thus the items are listed under the school years they belong to. For each item and the sub-item, an appropriate amount of time is appointed.
Skills and Proficiencies the Ney Class Curriculum Aims to Teach to Students
While the skills aimed to be taught during the course were determined, all phases of traditional music education in the Ottoman Empire were taken into consideration.
The purpose of this curriculum is to apply the basic principles of traditional Ney education with modern educational methods and techniques. In this regard, improving the musical memory of students through repertoire classes assisted with notation and solfege classes is among the main objectives of this curriculum. In traditional Ney training, performance by heart is crucial for proficiency in art.
Students should be expected to acquire skills together by performing in groups. The main aim of the group performance is to enable each student to listen to his/her classmate and accomplish a unison in tune (Akpınar, 2006, p. 20) . In this way, students can perform in harmony on the stage.
Beside the objectives on group performance, teaching some subskills of Ney performance is also among the primary objectives of the curriculum.
The skills that are expected to be taught in the art are the following 1-Performance 2-Detecting rhythmic and tonal unison 3-The ability to play woodwind instruments together with strings and percussion 4-Accuracy and efficiency in breathing techniques 5-Accuracy and efficiency in sound 6-Maintaining respiratory health
The Approach to Teaching and Learning
This curriculum proposes an individualistic approach to the intensity of training to be given. The number of the pieces to be covered throughout the semester is determined according to the learning capacity of the students. An effective use of audio-visual aids chosen by the trainer is highly recommended.
For students with special needs, this program can be applied as a supplementary resource. In this context, the academic, mental, social and physical skills of each student are to be taken into account and an individualized training program is to be devised.
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In order to reach the desired outcome in Ney training, the music education students get in the elementary and the secondary school should be analyzed. It is necessary to prepare a high school music training curriculum bearing in mind that students learn the song form in the elementary school and the topics of notation, rhythm and melody in the secondary school.
The topics should progress from easier to more challenging. The students should be deemed prospective musicians and their extracurricular activities should be under careful supervision, as well. Learning sheet music should not be the only purpose. Information on the composers, the time of the composition, the stylistic features etc. should be given to the students, as well.
Performing in groups helps student gain the ability to play in unison. That is why throughout the program, study groups in which students can practice together should be formed. From the 10 th grade on, concerts and recitals should be organized in order to help students gain on-stage experience.
Assessment and Evaluation
It is important for the trainers to use different techniques while evaluating the achievement of students. This approach ensures recognizing individual improvement of each and every student. This curriculum is interested in not only the outcome of the training but also the process of learning students go through. Evaluation of this process will give the trainers the opportunity of adapting in-class techniques according to the needs of the students.
Student evaluation should be carried out by a commission. An average score of individual grades given by each member of the commission for each student will be a fair approach to grading. The psychological state of students while performing before an audience should be taken into consideration during grading and concerts should be held frequently in order to help students gain self-confidence while performing on stage. In the meantime, the proficiency in the instrument, tonal accuracy and style should be assessed. 
